Amazing Displays (instore displays, events stands, FSDUs, Stand Graphics etc)
We have captioned this category as some of the finalists benefit from a little bit of context.

Clarins Oasis by Haygarth

Walker’s store by Initials

Fast & Furious 8 by JC Decaux

Haygarth’s award winning
campaign’s headline activity was the
projection facemapping, but the
welcome was driven by a stand that
caught the eye from all angles and
promised relaxation – and
photographed well

There’s more to this composition
than first meets the eye as the
photographer has succeeded in
showing us Paddy McGuinness at his
most ordinary whilst surrounding him
with wall-to-wall brand and product
visual cues.

This was a bold movie scene to
capture for the live environment and
delivered a big surprise and delight
factor at several locations.

Diarmuid Gavin’s Garden,
Dundrum Town Centre,
Hammerson

Cobra Flavour Rooms by Sense
The evening lighting for the photo is
true to the occasion and shows why
the stand designers have gone for a
simple and stylish appeal that
promises a full-flavoured welcome.

Hammerson’s sense of adventure, in
bringing this iconic aminated award
winning garden to its shopping
centre required little artistic intent
from the photographer, who played it
straight and let the attraction doff its
imaginative hat to you

Kiehls at Hammerson, West Quay
Innocent stand by Sense
The tree setting for this festival ecostand is a real beauty, and the
photographer has captured it at
exactly the right time of day to
maximise its allure.

Photographing a trailer to make them
look this good is a hard job, made
easier when the trailer is as smart as
Kiehl’s and the vehicle has found a
setting that matches its design.

Healthy Lungs for Life by MKTG
Lacoste by MKTG

Not the most expensive stand but
really striking in this setting.
Lidl by CSM Live

IQOS Store

The stand is designed to catch the
eye using tried and tested bold
colours and flags. Here the
photographer shows just why that is
a good idea when drawing back from
the promotion and capturing its
dramatic setting.

This store design is clearly focused
on its minimalism – and has been
captured with minimal fuss here.

Haygarth’s award winning
campaign’s headline activity was the
projection facemapping, but the
welcome was driven by a stand that
caught the eye from all angles and
promised relaxation – and
photographed well

Hoegaarden’s floating garden, by
Momentum
A fine concept, a successful
campaign and a very nice display get
the right treatment here by a
photographer who has captured the
atmosphere in every ripple

Jaguar by Produce
This artistic piece ‘Lighting Up Lives’
helped Jaguar celebrate its solar
energy competency in Kenya and
was solar-lit by Produce at the Hay
Festival. The photographer got the
lighting right too.

Lucozade with Missguided by TRO
The photographer’s position here
shows an impressive brand
consistency, making this stand clean,
bright and on message from any
angle.

Rolls Royce by Energy
Pandora by PrettyGreen
Performance art in the station for
Pandora caused surprise and delight

Rolls Royce’s return to Goodwood
Festival of Speed required stunning
execution that combined the brand’s
traditions with a modern edge. It
delivered, and took a mean photo
too.

Molson Coors’ instore display
This Doom Bar ship impressed
because this theatrical
merchandising – great use of space
and guaranteed to set sails afloat.

Moonpig by PopcornPR
Moonpig’s floral tribute to mental
health has been photographed to
capture the full impact of the
colourful flowers.

Playable Piano window for
Hammerson by NexusEngage
A witty and intelligent use of the
vacant shopfront by masters of the
art, NexusEngage

Vans by TRO
This is one where the picture tells
the story as this image captures the
interaction with Van’s successful
store shopper AR

